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ABSTRACT

Our perception of our surrounding environment is limited by
the constraints of human biology. The field of augmented
perception asks how our sensory capabilities can be usefully
extended through computational means. We argue that spatial awareness can be enhanced by exploiting recent advances
in computer vision which make high-accuracy, real-time object detection feasible in everyday settings. We introduce
HindSight, a wearable system that increases spatial awareness
by detecting relevant objects in live 360-degree video and
sonifying their position and class through bone conduction
headphones. HindSight uses a deep neural network to locate
and attribute semantic information to objects surrounding a
user through a head-worn panoramic camera. It then uses
bone conduction headphones, which preserve natural auditory
acuity, to transmit audio notifications for detected objects of
interest. We develop an application using HindSight to warn
cyclists of approaching vehicles outside their field of view
and evaluate it in an exploratory study with 15 users. Participants reported increases in perceived safety and awareness of
approaching vehicles when using HindSight.
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INTRODUCTION

The human visual system has both biological and cognitive
constraints. Our vision spans a usable field of roughly 114
degrees [14], and our anatomy restricts our sharpest, foveal
vision to a field of only 5.2 degrees [40]. Cognitively, as we become absorbed in a task, our “locus of attention” narrows [33];
i.e., we tune out external stimuli, increasing our focus but
possibly drowning out important events such as alarms or environmental dangers. Interfaces which can redirect a user’s
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Figure 1. HindSight uses a neural network to detect objects from live,
ego-centric 360-degree video, a filter bank to extract relevant ones, and
a application-specific sonification program to convey results to a user.

attention to these overlooked stimuli have the potential to
prevent serious accidents. Our research goal is to augment
real-time spatial awareness for objects that are outside of a
person’s visual field.
Some approaches substitute all information for specific senses–
e.g., by using a head-mounted display to show a LIDAR point
cloud [25] or a live 360-degree video stream [2]. Repurposing
the visual system is potentially powerful, but such systems are
not easily integrated into daily activities because they require
an adaptation period before use and can create hurdles in social
interactions. We seek to develop a system that enhances spatial
awareness by redirecting attention to objects outside a user’s
visual field without impeding natural senses.
We introduce HindSight, a wearable system that increases spatial awareness by detecting relevant objects in live, ego-centric
360-degree video and sonifying their location and properties
through bone conduction headphones. Our approach draws
upon advances in computer vision to identify points of interest
in a user’s surroundings, and work in delivering continuous
feedback for physical tasks to notify the user when necessary
to redirect their attention.
HindSight streams 360-degree video from a head-worn camera
to a real-time object detection neural network running on a
laptop worn in a backpack (Figure 2). The system filters the
neural network’s output and picks the most relevant objects

